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This chapter discusses the emerging business of science in
Vietnam and how implementing a well-functioning market
mechanism in academia can boost scientific productivity and in
turn, generate higher quality research in the transition economy.
To have a business of science, a well-functioning market for
research or research-related activities as products is necessary.
Here, one can define a well-functioning market mechanism is a
system emerging from the accumulations of individual choices,
and entities within the system are subject to competition from one
another. In this system, overall economic efficiency is enhanced.
With these concepts in mind, we will first explore several
dimensions of how a market-based mechanism has been
introduced into the higher
education
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phase.” In this phase, the business can take on products and
services that are derived from their research: speaking
engagement, science communication, consultancy services, etc.
Vietnamese researchers, many of whom have experience
international environment, can look outward and learn from their
colleagues overseas how they could commercialize scientific
knowledge. However, in the end, for that commercialization to
succeed in Vietnam, the researchers must do more than mere
copy-paste: they must look inward and design their products
according to cultural expectations and local demands, all of which
are critical for their success.
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